ATTENTION ALL FRIENDS OF CHEYNEY UNIVERSITY

We are pleased to inform you of the Inaugural presentation of the Luberta Teagle Enon/Cheyney Scholarship* at the Enon Tabernacle Student Recognition Service

You are invited to wear your CU colors and be present to witness this historic moment

In addition, Harvard Law Professor Charles Ogletree will be the guest speaker. Attorney Ogletree is a mentor and consultant to President Obama.

Saturday, June 12, 2010
4:30 pm
(It is best to arrive by 4 pm)
Enon-East
2800 W. Cheltenham Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19150

If you have questions, you may contact Dean Barbara Simmons at: (215) 560-3891.

*This scholarship is the result of the generosity of Enon members as well as alums and friends of Cheyney University.